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THE TEXTILE SOCIElY OF AMERICA,
INC. PROVIDES AN INTERNATIONAL
FORUM FOR THE EXCHANGE AND
DISSEMINATION OF
INFORMATION ABOUT

S

OME OF THE WORLD'S MOST

colorful and elaborate
costumes, clothing and
adornment are used by the
Miao people of Southeast Asia
and southern China. This is
particularly true of childrens'
dress, whose dynamic styles are
a unique combination of the
traditional and the new. There is
great diversity in Miao children's
clothing and adornment for
babies, teenagers, and young
adults. During my internship
at The Textile Museum in
Washington, DC, I studied items
in its collection as the basis for
my research.

Miao History and Origins
The Miao (also spelled Meo) are
also known as the Hmong tribe.
The Miao are split into several
sub-categories, such as the Blue
Meo, the White Meo, and the
Green Meo. For clarity and
consistency, I will use the
term Miao.
The origin of the Miao
is unclear. It is believed that
they may have originally
come from Arctic regions

TEXTILES WORLDWIDE,
FROM ARTISTIC, CULTURAL,
ECONOMIC, HISTORIC,
POLITICAL, SOCIAL, AND
TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVES.

Child's Hat, Thailand with
corn and fish scale motifs,
and adorned with tassels, or
paj. Collection ofThe Textile
Museum, Washington, DC
1998.8.3. Gift of the Anne
Tennyson Collection.

(particularly Siberia), but there
is no solid proof for this. It is
known, however, that they had
migrated to China and have
lived there for a long time. As
a minority tribe of China they
were mistreated and suppressed
by the Han majority. As a result,
many Miao migrated further
south into Thailand, Vietnam
and Laos, beginning in the late
19th century. The total Miao
population today is around 9
million. The majority still live in
the Southern Guizhou province
of China. The smaller Miao
populations in Southeast Asia
have successfully maintained
and preserved the culture and
traditional dress they brought
from mainland China.
Historically, the Miao did not
have a written language. Fabric
patterns served as a primary
communication tool in their

culture, and the textile patterns
that are passed through generations reflect the culture's history.

Children's Clothing
Generally Miao children's dress is
similar in style to adult clothing,
often mimicking it. However,
there are notable differences,
particularly in the headwear and
jewelry. There are also clothing
articles unique to children, such
as baby carriers and sashes.
Children's clothing tends to
be quite elaborately decorated.
Many of the motifs and symbols
utilized on the clothing are
protective in nature, since the
fragile lives of young children are
believed to be vulnerable to evil
spirits. Infant mortality is astonishingly high in the mountainous
regions of Southeast Asia (in
some areas as high as 50% of live
births), and medical information
has been scarce.
Certain colors tend to
appear more frequently in the
children's clothing, particularly
. red and pink (especially in
the pompoms on the hats).
There are also distinct color
combinations for the outfits of
girls and young women in the
Guizhou province. Red is the
dominant color. Blue, green,
orange, yellow and white are
used in smaller amounts.
top. 2

are stylized versions
of native plants and
animals, each of
which has a different
protective function.
One frequentlyoccurring motif in
children's clothing
is the butterfly. lt
brings good luck and
health to children
and is considered to
Baby Cap, Thailand with elephant's foot motif
be the creator of all
and large paj, or tassel. Collection of The Textile
living things. Another
Museum, Washington, D.C. 1998.8.2. Gift of the
Anne Tennyson Collection.
common motif is the
water buffalo. This is a symbol
from p. I
of virility and often shows up on
One of the best opportuniyoung women's pleated skirts,
ties for children to show off
particularly in Laos. The motif
their colorful costumes is during
consists of an abstract symbol
festivals, especially the New Year,
of four buffalo heads joined
when clothing and headgear are
together by the horns.
particularly ornate. lt is especally
0
important for young girls to wear
full traditional dress during these
occasions, and they are expected
l_~/
r--'to wear a new costume at each
water buffalo

~rr

festival.

Techniques
The Miao are noted for their
numerous textile techniques.
Mothers spend a great deal of
time making elaborately-embroidered clothing for their children.
Girls are taught embroidery
techniques from a young age
and are also expected to create
costumes.
The embroidery styles used
for clothing reflect various influences. Han Chinese techniques
include the knot, satin and
Pekinese stitches. The widespread
techniques of cross stitch and
applique are also used. Styles
unique to the Miao include
pleated braid embroidery, silk felt
applique, reverse applique and
• tuck-and-fold applique. Some
Miao groups also practice batik,
particularly with indigo dye.

Motifs
The motifs used in Miao clothing
serve both as a tool for communication and to drive away
evil spirits and bad luck from
children. The predominant motifs

Two other popular motifs
are the snail/pumpkin seed
pattern and the
fish hook. The
snail/pumpkin
seed pattern
used on
children's hats,
aids in bonding children's souls
to their heads. The fish hook is
worn by young girls and represents the hope of finding a lover.
Two motifs that appear in
the Textile Museum's collection
of hats are the zigzag and the
snail. The zigzag represents
mountains or
tiger teeth.
These are
zigzag
used to repel
bad spirits from the wearer.
The snail motif, or je, symbolizes growth of the extended
family, evolving from a single
point of origin. je are always
found in pairs and are often
found on New
Year garments
worn by young
women to

V'N

attract suitors. Both motifs appear
frequently in children's clothing.
Border motifs on clothing
form distinct decorations and also
play an important protective role.
Triangles are a common border
motif.
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Hats and Headwear

TEL

Hats are some of the most
striking Miao accessories.
Although children's hats tend to
differ based on gender and age,
there are some consistent characteristics. Yarn tassels or pompoms,
called paj (flowers), are ubiquitous
on children's headwear. These are
placed on the top of the hats to
disguise the children as flowers,
thus enticing good spirits. Because
they are so noticeable, the paj
also help parents keep track of
wandering youngste rs. Images
of Buddhist and Taoist gods
carved from silver on the front
of the hat, and embroidered tiger
motifs meant to ward away evil,
are common on hats for both
genders.
The Miao believe that boys
are more vulnerable than girls
to evil spirits. Little boys' hats
are topped with large bright red,
pink, or magenta pompoms to
divert the spirits' attention and
protect boys from illness, injury,
death and other misfortunes.
Girls also wear distinctive
headdress, but less is known
about these. Their hats tend to
be in the shape of a cockscomb,
as roosters are reputed to fight
off evil spirits. Rainbow-colored
piping is attached to the edges,
intended to frighten away snakes
and dragons.
Older boys wear a simplified
headdress: black skull caps with a
hard interlining and a single large
pink pompom on top. Young
Miao men throughout Laos wear
hats with a tis vas, or anchor-
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N FEBRUARY THE TSA BOARD

met at Overbrook House
in Buzzard's Bay, MA, for our
regular biannual Board meeting,
and to review the Long-Range
Plan. Amidst the beauty of
winter on Cape Cod, we gathered beside a roaring fire and
focused our collective energy on
TSA operations and aspirations.
We assessed our accomplishments of recent years and we
articulated where we need to
strengthen our efforts to achieve
our goals effectively, efficiently,
economically, and with enjoyment. Happily, we affirmed
the five categories identified as
priorities by the Board in 200304 for TSA's first Long-Range
Plan : Membership Expansion
and Involvement; Education
and Professional Development;
Outreach; Financial Development; Advancement of the Field.
The full text of the Long-Range
Plan (2007-2011) is posted on
our website (www.textilesociety.
org), in the section "About Us."
Over the years, TSA Board
members have worked very hard
to define goals, determine appropriate strategies to achieve them,
and oversee the implementation of these goals, addressing
established priorities. Working
together, through a strong and
effective committee structure, we
have indeed achieved many of
our previously-set goals.

Awards
We are proud to recognize
many milestones-our Awards
Committee formerly under the
leadership of Mary Dusenbury
is now a standing committee
with Vita Plume serving as
chair. It steered us towards the

inauguration of our Student/
New Professionals Awards,
for which the first recipients
were announced in Toronto in
2006. We have established the
Founding Presidents' Awards to
recognize excellence in the field,
for which the first recipients
will be named at the II th TSA
Biennial Symposium in Honolulu
in 2008. The provision of a
scholarship for all TSA programs,
workshops, and study tours has
been approved, and procedures
for implementation and selection
are being developed.

Finances
The Board in 2003-04 set goals
for financial development, which
we have also met. The Finance
Committee, under the direction
of our Treasurer, Patricia Cox
Crews, developed an Investment
Policy and a plan for asset allocation, with Board approval. We
continue to strive for a balanced
budget every two years, relying
on both Membership dues and
Symposium revenues to help
sustain our annual operating
expenses. As we expand our initiatives and broaden the scope of
our fellowships, scholarships, and
awards, we will require a stronger commitment to generating
funds to support our activities.
In the current Long- Range Plan
(2007-2011 l, there is an additional goal to secure the guidance
of a development consultant to
help us develop a fundraising
plan, and to assist us in identifying new revenue sources.

Membership
We also seek to expand our
Membership by broadening our
base of individual and institutional members, encouraging higher
levels of support, and soliciting
corporate members.

Communications
We are pleased with the ways
our website continues to
develop, and we have recently
added sections for press releases,
with new postings concerning

our awards, Study Tour to Japan,
II th TSA Biennial Symposium
in Honolulu in 2008, and the
Call for Papers (deadline Oct. I,
2007). We solicit your support
in circulating our press releases
to interested parties, and we ask
that you check our website periodially as we find new ways to
make it interesting and relevant
to our individual and collective
endeavors. Please also send in
your suggestions for its continued
improvement.

Ensuring Continuity
Overseeing changes in the
composition of the Board every
two years as outlined in our
Bylaws, is a key responsibility of
the Nominations Committee.
This year, the Nominations
Committee will be chaired by
Pam Parmal, who served as
President of TSA from 200406. Nominations are sought for
Vice President/President Elect,
Treasurer, Internal Relations
Director, and Directors at Large.
Please communicate your interests and suggestions directly to
Pam at pparmal@mfa.org.
Advancing our goals and
priorities as stated in the LongRange Plan, requires dedicated Board service. Those of
us privileged to serve you in
this way can attest to the special
gratification we have experienced in working together.
It is challenging,exciting, and
demanding; yet overall, we each
acknowledge a sense of deep
reward in sharing a trust, accomplishing so much collectively as
we each contribute individually
to this important set of shared
goals.
In February the Board is
charged with renewing annual
contracts for operations of the
TSA National Office, production
of our newsletters and annual
directory, and management
of our website. This year the
Board was especially pleased
to recognize the exceptional
work of Kim Righi, now TSA's
Executive Director. This new

title reflects the Board's recognition of both Kim's very
successful first year as head of
our Nltional Gfice, and of her
assuming increased responsibility for our organizational tasks:
fund-raising, financial reporting
and record-keeping; coordination of contracts; performance
of book-keeper, accountant,
website manager, and mailing
house; production of our newsletter, directory, and membership
brochure. We look forward to
working with her as she continues to implement directives from
the Board.l-ler advice, guidance
and good cheer are of inestimable value and benefit not
only to the Board, but also to our
members.

2006 Proceedings
Before summer arrives, you
should each receive your copy
of the TSA 2006 Symposium
Proceedings, again published in
CD-RO'v\ format. You will find
it contains a rich array of fully
searchable papers, many illustrated in color, representing cuttingedge research on many textile
topics, from traditional garments
and ethnographic studies to the
far reaches of scientific applications of textile technologies
and experimentation. Author
bios and abstracts are linked to
the Toronto program as a Table
of COntents. The hybrid HTML
format allows for document portability and hard copy printouts,
as well as full searching capabilities by author, subject, title, and
keyword.
In 2002 TSAadopted the
CD-RO'v\ format as a cost-savings
measure. Advantages of this
format also include flexibility of
use in searching, emailing and
printing documents, and the
capacity to include color illustrations at a time of escalating print
production and postage costs .
TSA is committed to providing
a forum for evaluation of the
CD-RO'v\ format used for our
Proceedings. Please be sure to
print out the Evaluation Form
top. 4
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President, from p. 3
included on the CD, and fax
or mail it to the TSA National
Office. If you wish to contribute
to the structuring of this process,
or others, please send us an email
to tsa@textilesociety.org with your
comments and suggestions. We
will be delighted to hear from
you as we strive to improve our
policies and procedures.
As you plan for 2008,
remember that Oct. 1, 2007, is
the deadline for proposals for the
II th TSA Biennial Symposium,
to take place in Honolulu, Sept.
24-27, 2008. The Symposium
Organizing Committee, chaired
by Tom Klobe and Reiko
Brandon, is composed of many
dedicated individuals who are
planning a dynamic and vibrant
Symposium around the theme of
'Textiles as Cultural Expressions."
We hope to see you there!

- Carol Bier
TSA President

TSA OFFICE
Kim Righi
Exscutive Director
PO Box 70
Earleville, MD 21919-0070
TEL 410/275-2329
FAX 41 0/275-8936
EMAIL

tsa@textilesociety.org

Visit the TSA website,
www.textilesociety.org
for membership forms, tour
information and latest news.

Do Your Part to
Promote TSA
Our beautiful new
Membership brochures are
now available from Kim
in the TSA office. Request
some to give to your colleagues or to distribute at
textile-related events.
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TSA NEWSLETTER

Winners of the R.L.
Shep Book Award for
Books Published in
2005

The Frasers' achievement is
also made accessible and visually
striking through the superb quality and precision of the over 650
illustrations lavished throughout
the book, all in full color, save for
the rare historical photographs
included. The impeccable scholarship alone is certain to make this
volume an enduring standard.
The authors have paid a lasting
tribute to the excellence of the
Chin weavers by honoring their
methods of work, their ingenuity
in patterning, and the preservation of their culture.

Fraser, David W. and Barbara G.
Mantles of Merit: Chin Textiles from
Myanmar, India and Bangladesh.

Bangkok, Thailand: River Books
ISBN 974-9863-01-1

T

he co-authors spent
several years in gathering
materials for this book through
visits to the frequently inaccessible Chin regions of Southeast
Asia, and through rigorous study
of the history, culture and previous ethnographies of the Chin.
The result is a comprehensive
account of a culture's textile
expressions as they are fast disappearing, and offers deep and
thoughtful insights into the commonalities and centrality of fabric
among the linguistically heterogeneous Chin people.
Mantles of Merit is also strongly informed by the discovery and
meticulous investigation of several hitherto unnoticed structural
aspects of the complex fabric
constructions making up the
large blankets and finely-wrought
tunics woven on the body-tensioned loom. These subtle effects
are rendered with exemplary
care in close-up images and
structural diagrams, allowing a
thorough understanding of the
makers' processes. In several
cases, new nomenclature is proposed for these constructions.
Several Chin weavers, named in
the study, are among the informants who have contributed to
the glossary of weaving terms,
compiled in 32 Chin dialects and
Chin-related language groups.

King, J.C.H., Birgit Pauksztat and
Robert Storrie, eds.
Arctic Clothing of North
America- Alaska, Canada,
Greenland. Montreal & Kingston,
Ithaca: MeGill-Queen's University
Press, 2005. ISBN 0-7735-3008-8

I

n this anthology of papers
first presented at an eponymous conference held in 2001,
Native and non-Native voices
intone in fascinating accord on
the multiple aspects of clothing in
the Arctic region of the Western
Hemisphere. The particular
strength of this book derives
from personal narratives that
permeate, bridge and explicate
the material culture of the Native
peoples of the Arctic.The volume,
with contributions by 28 authors,
also provides a useful and up-todate survey of previous scholarship and introduces a semiotic
methodology that includes Arctic
art expressions.
The makers of Arctic clothing present their methods for
the superbly crafted and highly
efficient clothing and accessories
made of skins from birds, mammals, and fish, as well as from
gut and grasses. The stages and
variations in skin preparation are
particularly well detailed in extensive captions and vivid images.
Stitching techniques and ways to
impart decoration and patterning
through embroidery, beading and
applique establish commonalities
as well as diversity in choices and

intentions of the creators and
their affinities.
The knowledge that has
enabled survival throughout the
centuries in these harsh environments, passed down through
unbroken chains of kinship, is
made abundantly explicit. There
are also accounts of the rapid,
and seemingly inevitable changes
in dress practices over the past
several decades. Those who
preserve as well as those who
renew traditional Arctic clothing joyously affirm in this book
their cultural values and identity,
captured in poignant images,
intimate accounts, and thoughtful
commentary.
- Margot

Schevill

TSA Membership
Report
A T 1HE BEGINNING OF EACH YEAR
./"\.during the February Board
meeting your TSA Board
reviews the previous year's
Membership numbers and
distribution. This Membership
listing helps Board members
plan events, budget for the next
two years, and explore new initiatives in relation to our LongRange Plan.

TSA Membership as of
Dec. 31, 2006
Total Membership - 662
New Members in 2006- 137

Breakdown: Membership Type:
Lifetime Complimentary 2
Complimentary 4
Individual-North America 503
Individual-International 51
Institutional-North America 23
Supporting-North America 6
Institutional-International 7
Student-North America 56
Student-International 10
Geographic Breakdown:

77th Biennial Symposium
Abstract & Panel
Proposals
Deadline for submissions:
October 7, 2007

North America 590
Canada- 62
U.S. Eastern - 22 7
Midwest- 95
Western - 15 4
Southern - 52
International- 67
TSA Membership generally
Australia -6
Finland - 2
Italy - 2
Nigeria - 1
Austria - 1
France - 6
Pakistan - 1
Japan - 9
China - 1 Hong Kong - 2
Korea - 1
Peru - 1
India- 9
Croatia- 1
Netherlands - 1 Switzerland - 3
Ireland- 2
England -17
Turkey- 2
New Zealand
-2
runs in a two-year cycle based
on our biennial Symposium. This
fluctuation has led the Board
to plan and approve a two-year
budget. Membership dues are
critical to our operations, but they
do not cover all of our operating expenses in a given year. In
Symposium years TSA often
generates a surplus of funds
that is used the following year
to cover a deficit. The TSA
Board strives to provide excellent member services annually,
based on our two-year budget
process. This method assures that
TSA members regularly receive
services that include annual publications <Directory; Bibliography;
Newsletter three times/year),
maintenance of our website,
information and announcements via TSA' s listserv, and
timely emails about workshops
and study tours. The Board also
authorizes a scholarship for every
TSA program.

Previous Year-End
Membership Numbers:
2006 = 662
2005 = 634
2004 = 731
2003 = 571
2002 = 620
2001 = 582
2000 = 603
1999 = 526
1998 = 600
1997 = 460

Thanks to Our Donors
...,..-HE TSA BOA.RD WISHES TO

As your Internal Relations
Director, please let me know
your questions, concerns, or
suggestions about TSA membership. Please also consider making
an additional donation to help
support TSA activities when you
renew your membership each
year. Thank you for your continuing support of an organization that strives to advance our
field and keep us connected with
one another.

- Lisa Kriner
TSA Internal Relations Director

TSA Thanks DBEBT
'""f'"SA GRAlERJllY ACKNOWLEDGES

1 the Department of Business,
Economic Development &
Tourism <DB EDT) of the State
of Hawaii for its support of the
11th Biennial Symposium in
Honolulu. To assure that the
Symposium runs smoothly, and
to keep registration costs low,
DBEDT has provided significant
funding for audio-visual support
and for buses to Site Seminars
and special museum events
during the 2008 Symposium.

TSA Membership
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1 thank the donors to the
inaugural funding campaign for
the Founding Presidents' Awards.
A total of $6,220.00 has been
raised to date.1SA plans to raise
at least $10,000 per year to fund
this special awards program
honoring outstanding presenters at our Symposia. Please consider making a donation to the
Founding Presidents' Awards in
honor of a colleague.
Anonymous
Lisa Aronson
Suzanne Baizerman
Elizabeth Barber
Anne Battram
Carol Bier
Carol Chave
Elizabeth A. Coleman
Patricia Crews
Virginia Davis
Donna Dingle
Mary M. Dusenbury
Joanne Eicher
Nancy Feldman
Mary Ann Fitzgerald
Lynn S. Giber
Mattiebelle Gittinger
Barbara Goldberg
Beverly Gordon
Susan Hay
Ann Hedlund
Pat Hickman
Robert Hillestad
Cheri Hunter
Teena Jennings
Glen Kaufman
Alan Kennedy
Desiree Koslin
Mary Jane Leland
Mary Littrell
Louise Mackie
Christine Martens
Margo Mensing
Diana K. Myers
Pam Parma!
Perkins Perkins
Vita Plume
Deborah Pulliam
Theresa M. Reilly
Andrea Robertson
Sandra Sardjono
Pamela Scheinman
Margot Blum Schevill
Cynthia Schira
Madelyn Shaw
Barbara Sloan
John Sommer
Lotus Stack
In appreciation of Mary Dusenbury

Florence Stone
Laura Strand
Peter Vander Kooij
Yoshiko Wada
Alice Zrebiec

Special PostSymposium Tour

A

SPECIAL TWO-DAY WORKSHOP

tour is being planned for
TSA Symposium participants
and friends to follow the 2008
Symposium.
The Ulana Ana Lauhala
Tour to Wa' a Wa' a on the Big
Island of Hawaii will take you
into the living heart of Hawaiian
culture in the Big Island's Puna
District, with Auntie Lynda Tu'a
as your kumu (teacher>. Weaving
lauhala (leaves of the Pandanus
odoratissimus) was, and still is, a
skill essential to Hawaiian culture: from Lauhala were woven
Pe 'a (canoe sails), Ka'ai <Burial
baskets), Eke Na Mea (baskets
of all kinds), Pea.hi (fans), Papale
(hats), Moena PuAna PaLua (double weave interlocking mats), and
much more-even Moena Holua,
the woven mats used as sleds
for the traditional sacrificial sport
He'e Nalu 0 Pele ("riding the
waves of Pete"). Auntie Lynda
teaches Ulana Ana (to weave on
and on) as a vehicle for Hawaiian
concepts and language, with
plenty of aloha and talk-story.
Weaving will be part of the
rich two-day experience including visits to Wahi Pana (sacred
sites), a family-style Lu'au (feast),
a relaxing warm soak in an
oceanside geothermal lagoon,
and more.
This tour will follow the postSymposium workshops on Oahu.
If you are interested in participating, or would like more details
on the tour, accommodations,
meals, and nearby attractions,
please contact Emily DuBois
mle@tweeknet or TEL 808/9659523 <Pacific Standard Time).
Tour schedule and fees will
be announced in future TSA
newsletters and on the TSA website. Arrangements depend partly
upon your responses, and are
subject to TSA Board approval.
Please help us to create an
extraordinary experience.

SPRING/SUMMER
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held so far in different locations.
A fourth phase is in the planning
stages.
/col/ins@risd.edu

Textile dealer Meg Andrews
participated in the British
Textile Society's Antique Fair in
Manchester, England during
March. Meg now publishes a
monthly e-newsletter highlighting
her activities along with antique
costume information and links to
textile events in England.
meg@meg-andrews.com
Susan Brandeis and Vita Plume
will teach a course in fibers and
surface design along with Czech
artists at the Prague Institute, in a
special Study Abroad program of
North Carolina State University,
May 16-Jun. 29, 2008.
vita_plume@ncsu. edu
Liz Collins' ongoing collaborative performance and site-specific
installation, "Knitting Nation"
consists of an army of uniformed
machine knitters and stitchers and
several manually-operated knitting machines. The project was
inaugurated on May 25, 2005
on Governor's Island, New York,
where the knitters and stitchers
rotated tasks to create a 50ft. American flag. The project
provides commentaries on how
humans interact with machines,
global trade, fashion and iconography. Three phases have been

Katherine D. Crone participated
in the following recent exhibitions: "Material Difference: Soft
Sculpture and Wall Works" at the
Chicago Cultural Center, Nov.Dec. 2006 (Catalog); "Intimate
Eye" at Phoenix Gallery, New
York, Feb. 2007; and TOAST, The
TriBeCa Open Artist Studio Tour
in April. Coming events include:
"Pulp Function" at Fuller Craft
Museum, Brockton, MA, May
19-Jan. 6, 2008 (Catalog), and
"Process" at Bendheim Gallery,
Greenwich, CT, Jun. 7-30.
hcrone@nyc.rr.com
Emily DuBois exhibited her
woven and mixed media work
at Maui Hands Gallery, Paia, HI,
Apr. 14-May 12, and at Artsplace,
Ponca City OK, Apr. 6-May 13.
mle@tweeh.net
Valerie Foley is the curator of
"The Secret Life of Japanese
Textiles," an exhibition of traditional 19th- and 20th-century textiles on display at The Morikami
Museum and Japanese Gardens,
Delray Beach, FL, Apr. 3-Jun. 10.
The exhibition covers a variety
of dyes, weaves, and fibers from
mainland Japan. Included are garments, home furnishings, and textiles for public festivities.
v.r.fo/ey@gmail.com
"Wetlands Dream" by Linda
Gass was included in the recent
exhibition "Fiber Cartography" at

"Knitting Nation, Phase 1: The Muster;' from Liz Collins' ongoing collaborative performance project. Below, Giant flag created May 25, 2005,
Governor's Island, New York.
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Brookfield Craft Center, Mar. 25Apr. 29. linda@lindagass.com
Dale Carolyn Gluckman, has
curated the exhibition "Colour &
Light: Embroidery of India and
Pakistan" for the Textile Museum
of Canada, Toronto. The exhibition, which runs until July 8,
2007, is organized thematically,
to explore the diversity of materials, techniques and styles of South
Asian embroidery. Professional,
male-dominated urban workshops
and court styles are included as
are rural examples created by
women of the nomadic, pastoralist and village populations across
the subcontinent, but particularly
areas in and around the Thar/
Great Indian Desert, known as
the "embroidery belt." Another
sefment highlights NGOs using
'traditional' embroidery to better
women's lives through attracting
new markets. See the on-line catalogue at www.textilemuseum.ca.
gluchman@earthlinh.net
Elissa Tatigikis lberti is working
as Assistant Costume Designer
to Mara Blumenfeld on the
opening-night production of the
Metropolitan Opera's Lucia di
Lammermoor, directed by Mary
Zimmerman.
etistudios@mindspring.com
Susan Warner Keene's exhibition
"ReVisions" features recent work
in handmade paper, May 5-27
at David Kaye Gallery, Toronto.
Her new work is informed by
aspects of calligraphy, papermaking, and the history of the book,
drawn from the page into netlike
structures that slip in and out of
legibility.
swheene@sympatico.ca
Lorraine Lamothe is a Canadianborn, now naturalised Australian
textile artist who has used insect
motifs in her practice (weaving
and hooking) as a metaphor for
preconceived notions and arbitrary
standards. For her Ph.D in the
creative arts she has investigated
creative processes by documenting both her own practice and
those of non-Western artists who
also use insect motifs. During
September, 2007, Cairns Regional

Detail, pidan, a Cambodian silk ikat
temple hanging from the collection
of Lee and Vichai Chinalai.
Gallery, Cairns, Australia, will
host "Distilling the Weevilness
of Weevil," Lorraine's doctoral
exhibition, which includes denselyhooked pieces and an array
of photographs of Papua New
Guinean mat makers and their
stitched Pandanus mats. A catalogue will be available.
arentz@austarnet.com.au
Thomas Murray wrote a significant review for Hali on the ikat
exhibit "Cambodian Weavings
from Chinalai," curated by
Lee and Vichai Chinalai at the
San Francisco Tribal Show last
February. It can be read on www.
hali.com. In the next issue of Hali
Thomas will have a review of an
important exhibit and catalogue
on Toraja textiles at the Fukuoka
Museum, Japan.
tmurray@well.com
Dominie Nash will be showing
the latest work in her "Stills From
a Life" series in a solo exhibit at
the Arlington, VA Arts Center,
Apr. 10-May 26. (info@arlilngto
nartscenter.org) Her work is also
included in "Subject:Object", a
multimedia still life exhibit at Blue
Spiral I Gallery, Asheville NC,
Apr. 26-Jun. 23.
www.bluespiral /.com
dominie@dominienash.com
"Houses for Nomads," 22 tapestries by Michael F. Rohde, will
be on exhibition May 4-Jun. 5 in a
solo show at the Janina MonkuteMarks Museum in Kedainiai,
Lithuania. (www.jmm-muziejus.lt)
A catalogue of the exhibition <20
pp, 8.5x II) with an essay by Sarah
Swett is available for $15, including domestic US postage; to order,
contact Michael at
mfrohde@mac.com

Bhakti Ziek and Vibeke Westby
will present a workshop on digital
weaving follwing the European
Textile Network (ETN) Conference
in London, Sep. 13-21.

bhaktiziek@starband. net

Member Publications
Holly Brackmann's new
book The Surface Designer's

Handbook: Dyeing, Printing,
Painting and Creating Resists on
Fabric (interweave Press, $29.95)

"Row Upon Row;' jacquard weaving
by Cynthia Schira.

Karen Searle's work was

included in "Silent Conversations"
at Craft Alliance, St. Louis, MO,
Mar. 17-May 3. She will teach a
pre-conference workshop in sculptural knitting and crochet at "~ind
and Body," the Surface Design
Association's Biennial conference
in Kansas City, MO, May 27-30.
She is completing work on a book
profiling artists who use knitting
as an expressive medium, to be
published by Voyageur Press in
the Fall of 2008.

ksearletsa@gmail.com
Barbara Shapiro's work was fea -

tured in "Barbara Shapiro: Power
Garments and Healer's Cloths,
Textiles from Africa and Asia influence this artist's dyed and woven
works" by Melissa Leventon, in
Fiberarts Magazine, Apr./May
2007.

www.barbara-shapiro.com
Carol Westfall exhibited 'These

Crowded Planets." Apr. 5-28
at MXESPAI 1010 Gallery in
Barcelona, Spain.

carol@carolwestfall.com

was named the best "how-to"
textile book for 2006 by The
Library journal. The book lays
the groundwork for inspirational
surface design with dyes, print and
discharge procieses, and surface
embellishments. Included are
hands-on resources, including dye
worksheets, recipes, and glossary,
plus tips and tricks. It is illustrated
with 240 color photographs. The
book is based on Holly's three
decades of experience in teaching
at the college level, exhibiting textiles and studio dyeing. Foreword
by Jason Pollen.

http :Ilwww.fiberartsmagazine.com/
bookslsurface_handbook.asp.
hbrackma@mendocino.edu
Ashley Callahan is the author
of Modem Threads: Fashion and
Art by Mariska Karasz (Athens,
GA: Georgia Museum of Art,
2007). The project (exhibition and
book) was supported in part by
a grant from Friends of Fiber Art
International.

adbrown@uga.edu
Linda Eaton is the author of Quilts
in a Material World: Selections from
the Winterthur Collection (Abrams;

March 2007). The catalog and
exhibition highlight part of the
remarkable quilt collection at The
Winterthur, Museum, DE, which
provides a special perspective on
early American history.
ISBN 978-0-8109-3012-4) $40.00.

www.hnabooks.com
leaton@witherthur.org

"These Crowded Planets" by Carol
Westfall.

Anthropologist Andrea Heckman
of Taos, NM has won the Collier
Prize for Still Photography from the
Society for Visual Anthropology
for her book Woven Stories: Andean
Textiles and Rituals (University of

New Mexico Press, 2003). The
Collier Prize is awarded to a book
or exhibition for exemplary use of
still photography for research and
communication of anthropological
knowledge. Heckman's book is an
ethnographic account of Andean
textiles and their place in daily
life. It considers how the form
and content of Quechua patterns
and designs communicate stories,
preserve traditions, and, in their
ritual use, sustain the community's
connection to the past despite the
impact of the global economy on
the Quechua worldview and cultural values.

andreaheckman@earthlink.net
Weaving and Dyeing in Highland
Ecuador, edited by Ann Pollard
Rowe with text by her as well as
by Laura M. Miller and Lynn A .
Meisch, has been published by
the University of Texas Press. The
book presents detailed information
on weaving techniques, primarily
using the backstrap loom, including several types of bound-warp
resist Gkat), supplementary-warp,
and complementary-warp weaves,
interpreting these techniques in
their historical context. Chapters on
treadle loom weaving and on the
use of natural dyes, primarily indigo
and cochineal, are also included.
This book is the result of long-term
ethnographic field research and is
part of a three-volume series on
Ecuadorian traditional dress and
textiles.
ISBN-13:978-0-292-71468-7
327 pages, 217 black & white illustrations, 8 color pages, hardcover,
$45.00.

www.textilemuseumshop.org
www.utexas.edu/utpressl books/
arowe@textilemuseum.org
lynnmeis@aol.com
The Fashion Reader by Linda
Welters and Abby Lillethun (Berg
Publishers) is designed for students,
scholars, and anyone interested in
contemporary fashion . Featuring
extracts drawn from a wide range
of sources-books, professional and
academic journals, magazines, interviews and exhibition catalogues-it
brings together key writings on the
history, culture, and business of
fashion.

Paper: ISBN 978-1-84520-486-0
£ 19.99/US $34.95
Hardcover: ISBN 978-1-84520485-3 £60.00/US $105.00
416 pp, 60 black & white illus.,
bibliography, index.

www.bergpublishers.com
lwelter.s@uri.edu
Dr Catherine Harper is cur-

rently developing her research,
supported by an AHRC award,
for her forthcoming book Fabrics
of Desire (Berg: Oxford). The book
looks at a range of approaches
to the interface between textiles
and sex (either sex acts, sex identity or sexual anatomy). One of
the chapters is concerned with
the garments selected by lesbian
couples for their Civil Partnership
(wedding) ceremonies. Since the
Civil Partnership Act came into
force in the UK several thousand
same-sex couples have had these
ceremonies. Given the iconic,
symbolic and singular status of the
'white wedding dress,' Harper is
interested in teasing out the meanings shifted by having 'double
brides' and the meanings constructed by choosing the garments
for this new and intensely meaningful moment in personal and
cultural history. She is interested
in hearing from lesbian couples in
the UK and elsewhere, who might
be able to contribute their story to
her research.

Catherine.Harper@brighton.ac.uk
Terri Shea has self-published the

first book in English documenting the history, techniques, and
patterns for selbuvotter, the iconic
black and white star-patterned
mittens of Norway. Selbuvotter:

Biography of a Knitting Tradition
follows the story of these beautiful mittens and gloves from folk
tradition to regional industry to
national symbol, and passes the
tradition on with over 30 patterns
taken from antique mittens with
designs that are as fresh today as
they were ISO years ago. Inquiries:

http:!lwww.selbuvotter.com/
terri@spinningwheel.net
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Call for Papers:
TEXTILE
SociETY oF
AMERICA

Textiles ·as Cultural Expressions
77th Textile Society of America Biennial Symposium 2008
Honolulu, Hawaii, September 24-27,2008

Deadline for Abstracts: October 1, 2007

Ti

e eleventh biennial symposium of the textile society of america will take place in Honolulu, Hawaii,
eptember 24-27, 2008. Textiles as Cultural Expressions, the Symposium theme, will serve as a springboard for discussions
across disciplines, as well as for in-depth explorations of specific topics.

TSA encourages presentations on textiles from all parts of the globe and from textile-related disciplines including (but not
limited to): anthropology, archaeology, art, art history, conservation, cultural geography, design, marketing, mathematics,
economics, history, indigenous traditions, linguistics, theatre, and the physical and social sciences. Scholars, artists, gallery and
museum professionals, educators, and lovers of textiles are encouraged to submit proposals.
Textiles serve as a means of communicating cultural values, as a medium for social cohesion, and they link science and
technology, architecture and design, music and the performing arts. We are particularly interested in explorations of textiles
as story-telling media, as mythological objects, as "woven" archetypes, and as evidence of a life lived, showing the interconnectedness of culture(s) and between generation(s).
Honolulu, the cosmopolitan capital of the state of Hawaii, has a long history of cross-cultural expressions. Because of its rich
international diversity of peoples, cultures, and institutions, Hawaii is central to the discourse of this Symposium. The main
sessions will take place at the Sheraton-Waikiki, a hotel with outstanding conference facilities. TSA has been granted an excellent
room rate extending from three days before the symposium to three days after. Many local museums and galleries are planning
exciting exhibitions and site seminars.
All submissions must be postmarked no later then October 1, 2007.
Faxes and e-mail will not be accepted. Send title page, one-page resume, and 6 copies of abstract(s), [see details next page]
without staples, unfolded, in a large mailing envelope to:
Tom Klobe, TSA Symposium Program Coordinator
University of Hawaii Department of Art & Art History
2535 McCarthy Mall
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

Categories of Presentation
• Individual papers are expected to be PowerPoint presentations, 20 minutes in length. Proposals will be considered for either
20-minute papers of a formal nature or 10/10 papers 00-minute introduction to new research or current art work, followed
by 10 minutes of discussion).
• Organized sessions may include 3 or 4 individual papers, organized around a particular theme with a designated chair and
discussant. A total time of 1 3/4 hours is allotted for sessions. Following acceptance, to encourage discussion and stimulate
audience participation all session participants must send a copy of their working paper to both the chair and the discussant or
moderator of their session by July 1, 2008.
· • Panel discussions might involve 3 or 4 individuals, and a moderator who poses questions to which panelists respond
(generally without prepared papers). Speakers' times are flexible; in general, a total time of 1 hour is recommended for panels.
• Film/digital media: Screening time for videos and film will be structured around the proposals that are submitted and accepted.
• Site Seminars: The Hawaii-based Symposium Organizing Committee is working with local institutions to develop a series of Site
Seminars which will take place at museums and cultural sites with collections and experts relative to the session theme. Sessions
will include 3 or 4 presentations, a chair invited by the institution, and, when feasible, a discussant. Site Seminars will be a total
time of 2 112 hours, designed to include viewing of pertinent examples from the museum's collection as well as discussion and
audience participation. Following acceptance of proposals, presenters must send a copy of their working paper or plan to both
the chair and the discussant or moderator of their session by July 1, 2008.
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Site Seminars (Tentative themes and venues:)
Indonesian Textiles -Honolulu Academy of Arts
japanese Textiles -Honolulu Academy of Arts
Contemporary Textiles in the Pacific Region -Academy Arts Center
Plantation Era and Early 20th Century Textiles in Hawaii -Japanese Cultural Center of Hawaii
Chinese Imperial Robes and Minority Costumes -University of Hawaii
Traditional Fibers in Hawaii and the Pacific -Kamehameha Schools & Bishop Museum
Hawaiian Quilts -Queen Emma Summer Palace
Islamic Textiles- East-West Center
• Workshops: Proposals will be entertained for hands-on workshops to fit the time frame of organized sessions (1 3/4 hours),
with the view that such workshops will provide opportunities for experiential learning of fiber-based technologies.

Program Selection
TSA follows a policy of peer review and merit consideration for submission acceptance and inclusion in the symposium program.
Initial review of the proposals and abstracts by the jury will be without author identification. Those papers outside of the jurors'
expertise will be sent to specialists for review. Final selections will be made by the Program Committee (composed of representatives from the Symposium Organizing Committee and the TSA Board), based on jurors' ranking and comments; relatedness to
the symposium theme and the expressed interests of Textile Society of America members; originality of the research; and clarity.
The final program will be organized to assure a diversity of geographic regions, subject matter, and scholarly approaches.

Symposium Submission Guidelines
All submissions, whether for panels, organized sessions, site seminars, workshops, videos, or individual presentations, should
be based on original research, reflecting material not previously published. Individual submissions may be grouped into panels
by the Program Committee. Submission of an abstract implies permission for its use on the TSA website and in the published
Symposium Abstracts and Proceedings.
Individual proposals must contain: 1) a title page that includes the title of the proposed paper along with the speaker's name,
address, telephone and fax numbers, and email address if available; 2) a one-page resume; 3) six copies of the abstract,
containing the title of the paper and the 250-word abstract. Indicate whether the presentation will be 20 minutes or 10/10
format. The speaker's name should not appear on the abstract.
Organized session proposals, submitted by the prospective chair, should contain: 1) a title page including the title of the
proposed session, individual paper titles identifying their authors and name of the discussant, along with the chair's name,
his/her address, telephone and fax numbers and email address if available; 2) a one-page resume for each panel participant;
3) six copies of an abstract of the panel topic that discusses the theme and the papers' inter-relatedness, containing the title
and 250-word text; and 4) six copies of an abstract for each paper including the title of the paper and the 250-word abstract.
Speakers in organized sessions must submit their individual abstracts to the session chair, who will submit it to the Program
Committee as part of the session "package." Participants' names should not appear on the abstracts.
Panel discussion proposals, submitted by the moderator, should include: 1) a title page including the title of the proposed
panel, the names of the participants along with the moderator's name, his/her address, telephone and fax numbers, and e-mail
address if available; 2) a one-page resume for each participant and the moderator; 3) six copies of the abstract itself, containing
the title of the panel and a 250-word abstract of the topic to be discussed. Panelists must submit their materials to the panel
moderator, who will submit them to the Program Committee as part of the panel "package." Participants' names should not
appear on the abstracts.
Film/digital media, submitted by the videographer or member of the production team, should include: 1) a title page
including the names of the relevant production team members; the presenter's name, address, telephone and fax numbers and
email address if available; 2) a one-page resume for each relevant participant; 3) six copies of an abstract of the film/digital
contents, containing the title, 250-word abstract, time length, and format. Presenters' names should not appear on the abstract.
Site Seminar proposals should include: 1) a title page that includes the title of the proposed presentation and the title of the
site seminar, the speaker's name, address, telephone and fax numbers, and email address if available; 2) a one-page resume;
3) six copies of the abstract, containing only the title of the paper and the 250-word abstract. Indicate the length of the
presentation. The speaker's name should not appear on the abstract.
Workshop proposals submitted by the organizer/leader, should include: I) title page including names, addresses, affiliation of
leader and participants; 2) one-page resume for leader and each participant; 3) six copies of the abstract containing title and 250word abstract. The speaker's name should not appear on the abstract.
SPRING/SUMMERR
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The Program Committee will inform all those submitting proposals of its decisions by December 1, 2007.
Following acceptance, all speakers, session organizers, panel presenters, workshop leaders, etc. must submit electronically
a 125-word narrative bio of each participant, which constitutes acceptance- Deadline January 1, 2008.
Acceptance implies a commitment to register for the II th TSA Biennial Symposium in Honolulu, HI, 24-27 September 2008,
and intent to attend in the capacity proposed.

Note: This early acceptance date is mandatory; it is required for the Program Committee to plan the Symposium schedule.
An· accepted abstracts and narrative bios of those attending the symposium will be retained electronically for publication on the
TSA website and in the Symposium Proceedings.

Publication of Symposium Proceedings
All papers will be published in the TSA 2008 Symposium Proceedings.
Deadline for receipt of manuscripts (text + images) is December 1, 2008.
Author guidelines for publication in the Proceedings will be sent with paper acceptance. In the absence of manuscript submission,
the 250-word abstract will be published.

TSA Membership Required for Program Participation
All program speakers must be paid TSA members for 2008. Non-members will be invoiced upon acceptance of their proposals.
If extenuating circumstances exist, an explanatory letter should be sent to the Symposium Program Coordinator.

Registration Waivers/Financial Aid
A limited amount of financial aid is available for presenters. Applicants must submit a letter outlining financial need at the time
of proposal submission, and be current members of TSA G.e. at time of submission). Applicants may submit membership
application and fee with the scholarship application.

Founding Presidents' Awards
The Textile Society of America has established the Founding Presidents Awards to recognize excellence in the fields of textile
studies by offering a monetary award to one or more Symposium presenters whose proposals are judged to be outstanding.
The inaugural awards will be offered at TSA 2008 in Honolulu.
THE TEXTILE SCXJE1Y a: AMERIO\, INC

provides an international forum for the exchange and dissemination of information
about textiles worldwide, from artistic, cultural, economic, historic, political,
social, and technical perspectives.

Textiles as Cultural Expressions
11th TSA Biennial Symposium, Honolulu, Hawaii, Sept. 24-27,2008

UONOLULU, HAWAI! WILL BE THE SITE OF TSA's 2008 BIENNIAL SYMPOSIUM. From Sepember 24-27, major sessions will be held at the
• r-lsheraton Waikiki on the island of Oahu. Honolulu, the cosmopolitan capital of the state of Hawaii, is a meeting place of Western, Asian,
and Pacific cultures, languages, and arts. This rich international diversity provides an appropriate site for discourse on the theme of Textiles as
Cultural Expressions. TSA encourages presentations on textiles from all parts of the globe and from all textile-related disciplines. The Call for
Papers with guidelines begins on p. 8. Submissions must be postmarked by October I, 2007.

Participating Institutions
In addition to sessions at the Sheraton Waikiki, many art institutions, organizations and galleries in Honolulu and on Oahu will participate
in the Symposium by hosting exciting site seminars, exhibitions, and tours. Our aim is to bring Symposium participants together with local
researchers, artists, and teachers who can share the abundant textile resources, particularly of Asian and Pacific Rim textile traditions, some of
them rarely available or known outside of Hawaii.
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Site seminars on the topic of
Asian textiles will be held at the
Honolulu Academy of Arts,
which houses one of the finest
collections of Asian art outside
of Asia in an historic building
with exquisite gardens. Its textile collection of 6,000 items is
particularly strong in Japanese
costumes, Qing Chinese court
attire, Southeast Asian textiles,
and Pacific ethnic textiles.
The Bernice Pauahi Bishop
Museum, a tour site, is designated the State Museum of
Natural and Cultural History in
the Pacific. Its permanent exhibitions offer magnificent displays
of Hawaiian royal feather cloaks
and helmets, exquisite bark cloth
(kapa), and Hawaiian flag quilts.
The Heritage Center,
perched on a hill on the campus
of the Kamehameha Schools, is a
small hidden treasure. The Center
will offer a 'Traditional Fiber of
Hawaii" site seminar, with a rare
chance to observe the process of
creating Hawaiian feather works.
Coinciding with the
Symposium, the University of
Hawaii Art Gallery, in its handsomely situated bamboo courtyard gallery on the university's
Manoa campus, hosts a preSymposium conference related
to its special exhibition, 'Writing
With Threads: Traditional Textiles
of Southwest Chinese Minorities."
Among other planned textile
events are "Plantation Era and
20th-century Textiles in Hawaii,"
a seminar at the Japanese
Cultural Center of Hawaii; a
Hawaiian Quilt display and demonstration at the Queen Emma
Summer Palace; an exhibit and
site seminar on "Contemporary
Textiles in the Pacific Region" at
the Academy Art Center; and a
site seminar on Islamic textiles at
the East-West Center

Related Exhibitions
A series of exciting fiber and textile-related exhibitions will coincide with the Symposium.
At the University of HawaiiManoa, Tom Klobe has organized an exhibition of southwest

Chinese minority costumes
and a pre-Symposium conference. Islamic textiles from the
Doris Duke Foundation will
be featured at the neighboring
East-West Center. The Honolulu
Academy of Arts will draw on
its extensive textile collection;
the Academy's Art Center at
Linekona will host an invitational
exhibition of artwork from the
Pacific Rim and beyond, curated
by Mary Babcock, new fiber faculty member at the University of
Hawaii.
A number of exhibitions will
be located in the downtown/
Chinatown area, ideal for a walking tour. These include: contemporary fiber art by island artists
at the Contemporary Museum at
First Hawaiian Center; Hawaiian
quilts at the Mission Houses
Museum; wearable art by members of the Handweavers' Hui at
the Pohl Gallery; "Fiber Hawaii,"
a triennial juried exhibition
sponsored by Hawaii Craftsmen
at the Arts at Mark's Garage
Gallery; and other related exhibitions at the Pegge Hopper
Gallery and Honolulu Hale (City
Ha!D.

Conference Tours
Pre-and post-Symposium tours
will augment the conference
theme and reflect the uniqueness
of the Hawaiian environment,
history, and multiple cultures.
Pre-Conference Tours
Wednesday, September 24

Hawaiian Quilts. In the 18SOs
missionary women brought the
art of quilting to Hawaii. Hawaiian
women adapted this technique,
forming their own genre of
quilting. Tour participants will
be able to interact with Gussie
Bento's quilting group at their
regular Wednesday session at the
Queen Emma Summer Palace.
Contemporary and Hawaiian quilt
expert Mary Cesar will discuss
quilting in Hawaii, illustrating her
lecture with selections from her
own quilt collection.

Garments in "Paradise." This
tour will take participants behind
the scenes of the contemporary
textile industry in the Kalihi district of Honolulu. Watch garments
being produced and talk with
industry innovators about current
trends in Hawaii and their influences worldwide.
Art Conservation in Honolulu.
For those with an interest in
preservation, this tour visits three
conservation labs normally not
accessible to the general public.
Participants will visit the textile,
lab at Doris Duke's Shangri-La,
the screens and scrolls lab at the
Honolulu Academy of Arts, and
the objects conservation lab at the
Bishop Museum.
Downtown Galleries. This tour
visits galleries with special fiber
exhibitions. The tour ends with
lunch in Chinatown, where participants can experience our ethnic
diversity while taking in the local
art scene.
Post-Conference Tours
Sunday, September 28

Early Hawaiian Textiles. The
ancient Hawaiians did not have
woven fabric of spun thread.
Learn about traditional fiber arts
in Hawaiian culture which filled
the niche that cotton or wool
textiles hold in western culture.
Lauhala leaf (Pandanus odoratissimus) weaver Marquez Marzan will
lead the group through the Bishop
Museum's fiber exhibits while
explaining the intricacies of lauhala
weaving and the history of lauhala
from pre-contact to the present.
Participants will have the opportunity to make their own kapa (bark
cloth) at Ka'ala Farm.

the traditions of many cultures:
Hawaii, the continental United
States, Europe, Japan, China,
Korea, the Philippines, and more
recently Vietnam and Cambodia.
More than 300 local and five-star
restaurants offer Pacific Rim and
other ethnic cuisine. Concerts
and performances of Hawaiian
and Asian music and dance are
given in the Hawaii Theater,
Blaisdell Concert Hall, the
University of Hawaii's Kennedy
Theater, and in downtown
performance spaces like Arts at
Mark's Garage. Strong and active
arts organizations on the islands
of Oahu, Maui, and Kauai mount
yearly exhibitions. An active
textile community embraces
traditional Hawaiian quilters, lauhala weavers, feather lei makers,
Japanese indigo dyers, sashiko
stitchers, paper makers, batik
artists, and creators of contemporary art. All of this provides a
wonderful textile climate to be
enjoyed during the Symposium.

Travel Tips
A reduced hotel room rate at
the Sheraton Waikiki is available
for three days before and three
days after the conference. See
the Starwood Hotels website,

www.starwoodhotels.com/sheraton

University of Hawaii Walking
Tour. This tour will focus on the
many cultures found in Hawaii
through visits to some of the galleries on the 100-year-old campus,
generously planted with many
unusual plant specimens.

for views of the property and its
outstanding facilities. The local
organizing committee encourages
all who are interested in attending to begin researching travel
to Hawaii early. Watch the travel
section of your local newspapers for special fares to Hawaii.
Also, check the website www.
PleasantHolidays.com for fares.
United Airlines, ATA and other
airlines often have special fares
to Hawaii from the continental
US. There are non-stop flights to
Honolulu from many cities such
as Newark, Atlanta, Cleveland,
Dallas, Chicago, San Francisco,
Seattle, and Vancouver.

Honolulu Attractions

Aloha!
Welcome to TSA 2008!

Honolulu is the largest city in the
state of Hawaii, with a cosmopolitan population that embraces

-The 2008 Symposium
Organizing Committee
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Miao from p. 2

Jewelry
The Miao have a passion for
silver jewelry, and children are
adorned with great amounts of
it, especially on holidays such as
the New Year. Silver is a sign of
status, so children wear as much
silver as their families can afford.
Common adornments include
bells and tassels.
The jewelry also serves a
protective function. The Miao
believe that the child's soul is
weakly joined to the body and
can easily escape, particularly
from the joints. Therefore, more
jewelry is placed around the
neck, wrists and ankles to secure
the child's soul.

Baby Carriers
Baby carriers or carrying cloths
are distinctive and beautiful Miao
textiles. They come in many
styles and serve both practical
and spiritual purposes. They are
also a signifier of a young girl's
worth.
The Miao are very active
people, and the baby carrier
serves to attach the child to the
mother while she works. Because
of the belief in their vulnerability to attacks from behind
by spirits, the richly-decorated
carriers distract evil spirits as they
protect the fragile burden on the
mother's back. Baby carriers also
allude to a more primal significance. According to research by
Cecilia Chen, the baby carrier
is a symbolic extension of the
umbilical cord. Hence, it is an
intimate object conveying the
special relationship between
mother and child.
•
Girls are taught from a
young age to make baby carriers.
Not only is it important that
they make them, but that they
use exquisite craftsmanship and
extremely elaborate designs. In
some sub-groups, young girls
wear empty carriers before they
marry.

12
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Styles and techniques used
for baby carriers vary, depending
on the sub-group. Carrier size
and sash type also varies. One
consistent aspect is the basic
construction. Two differently-sized
rectangular pieces of fabric are
joined, the smaller one at the
top. The cloths can be padded
or layered. Often the carrier is
decorated with embroidery, wax
resist, decorative weave patterns,
and/or applique. In some cases,
such as with the Green Miao,
paj are attached to attract good
spirits. There are often distinct
border patterns on three or four
sides of the carrier.
One common motif utilized
on Laotian baby carriers is the
"pig pen." Pigs are valuable
livestock and are protected in
pens, just as young children are
enclosed in baby carriers. The
baby's soul is "locked," so it can't
wander and become a victim of
misfortune.

Sashes
The baby carrier is attached to
the mother by a sash that wraps
across her back. The sashes are
another visual display of the mother's dedication to the child and are
often elaborately decorated with
batik, applique and embroidery.
The sashes are covered with
symbols of good fortune: dragons,
butterflies, Oriental sweet gum
trees, hawks, tigers, wild flowers
and water creatures.

Young girls also wear sling
sashes. They are considered an
important symbol of luck and
fertility, and are often constructed
from woven twill. Sometimes the
fabric is treated with a substance
that imparts a rich, glossy surface.
Sashes can be equated to a form
of binding. Handling or loosening
a young girl's sash is considered
to be an intimate act. Because

of the sash's connotations, it is a
common gift from their fiances.

Changes in
Modem-day Clothing
From the beginning of the 20th
century, tremendous changes
have taken place in Miao dress,
especially children's dress. The
younger generations of Miao
women spend much less time
making clothing than their
mothers and grandmothers did.
They often prefer to dress in
more modern styles, and are
influenced by Western culture
and television. In addition to
desiring less-traditional clothing,
they often prefer synthetic
textiles and brighter fabrics from
China, made available through
local markets.
Some traditional sewing techniques are disappearing as well.
Older applique techniques (such
as the double-fold technique) are
becoming obsolete. Embroidery
is more common, as it is easier
and less time-consuming. Young
girls are using larger stitches and
are making larger motifs.
In Northern Vietnam in
particular, young girls are utilizing
synthetic shiny velvets imported
from China. They prefer jackets
made from flowered velvet
adorned with strings of plastic
beads, also from China. Some of
their jackets are sewn entirely by
machine.
Although it is inevitable
that Miao clothing will undergo
further metamorphosis, the Miao
still cling more strongly to the
traditional techniques than many
other cultures. Currently there
is a resurgence of traditional
embroidery and applique techniques in the small Miao communities scattered throughout
the US.

-Rachel Suntop
Note: This article was adapted
from a research paper written
during the author's 2005 internship at The Textile Museum,
Washington, DC.
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The Erikson Carpet
Collection, Nickle Arts
Museum

O

RIENTAL CARPETS HAVE LONG

fed the passion of wellheeled, discriminating collectors.
Outside of Turkey and Iran, however, exhibitions of rugs are rare
and museum collections often
inaccessible. In 2003, Dr. Lloyd
Erikson, a life-long rug collector,
initiated a new chapter in the
study, preservation, and exhibition of carpets in North America.
Dr. Erikson donated $1.4M CDN
to the Nickle Arts Museum at the
University of Calgary, Alberta,
in order to foster and develop
the study of the jean and Marie
Erikson Carpet Collection. When
officially bestowed in 2008,
the Collection, which presently
stands at nearly 700 artifacts,
may be the largest public collection of carpets in Canada and
one of the few endowed to foster
its academic study.
The Erickson Collection
features a wonderful variety of
hand-made textiles from Turkey,
the Caucasus, Iran, Afghanistan,
Central and East Asia. Most of
the artifacts are hand-knotted pile
carpets, although there are also
flat -woven kilims, embroideries
and functional objects like bags.
The majority of the pieces date
from the 19th century, although
there are significant examples
of 16th- through 18th-century
carpets. We are fortunate, for
example, to have a Small Pattern
Holbein carpet conservatively
dated to the 18th century. Similar
carpets were featured in the
paintings of Hans Holbein the
Younger. A 17th-century carpet
from North West Persia suggests
stylistic affinities with the Far East

and an incredible array of (still
vibrant) natural colors.
Like any collection, this one
betrays the interests and passions of its collector. Dr Erikson
is particularly concerned with
the women who produced these
magnificent textile art works. For
this reason the products of tribal
and village weavers are prevalent
in the collection. Their charming
immediacy suggests the aesthetic
choices weavers made, the sentiments and stories they knotted,
and inspirations they weighed.
The Collection is also shaped by
Dr Erikson's interest in the diffusion of pattern through time and
space. One of the most beloved
motifs of rug collectors, the boteh,
variously interpreted as a bush,
an almond, or a mango, and
widely used in the decorative
arts of Asia, is well-represented.
Dr. Erikson began collecting carpets in the 1940s. In
his youth, he traveled from
Rochester to New York where
he combed the antique shops
of Amsterdam Avenue seeking post-Depression-era booty.
One of his pivotal finds was a
rich blue carpet that showed
the unique changes that indigo
achieves, called abrash. The discovery piqued his aesthetic and
technical interest in the subject.
In 1949 Dr. Erikson spent a year
teaching in Beirut, where made
his first mid-East rug purchase.
His passion and commitment to
rug collecting subsequently grew.
Some of the most important
additions to the collection were
made after 1986- mainly from
the larger auction houses of the
US and Europe. He has also traveled extensively, purchasing rugs
from dealers in Istanbul, Lahore,
Karachi, and Hong Kong. Dr.
Erikson's knowledge of his collection is remarkable-every piece
has a story and a reason for
being included.
As the curator responsible
for the Erikson Collection, one
of my jobs is to recover those
stories and forge the connections
initiated by Dr. Erikson. Since
my arrival in 2005, I have been

Star Kazak rug from the Caucasus
(circa 1850). The Jean and Marie
Erikson Collection.

working to develop the Nickle as
a centre for the study of carpets.
The Nickle has hosted a number
of speakers on various carpetrelated topics as well as a weeklong seminar on carpet structure,
style, and meaning with a leading
authority, Dr. jon Thompson. I
regularly offer tours, talks, and
workshops linking the Collection
with the various faculties at the
University of Calgary, local colleges, and schools, as well as the
general public. The Nickle exhibits rugs on a permanent, rotating
basis. I have, to date, curated five
exhibitions on a variety of carpet
topics. "janam.3z: Prayer Rugs
from the Erikson Collection"
(2005) examined Islamic prayer
ritual in relation to prayer carpets, while "Made in Afghanistan:
Rugs and Resistance, 1979-200.5"
(2006), co-curated with Robert
Fyke, examined the development
of "war rugs" and their reception.
Opening Sept. 21 , 2007, the
Nickle will feature "Introducing
the jean and
Marie Erikson
Collection," a
major exhibition
of the Collection's
most important
pieces.

Rug storage and
study room at the
Nickle Arts Museum.

Kazak rug featuring botehs from
the Caucasus (circa 1880). The
Jean and Marie Erikson Collection.

The Nickle Arts Museum
has an established reputation for
exhibiting contemporary Western
Canadian art and numismatics.
Dr. Erikson's donation and the
arrival of the Erickson Collection
suggests an ethnographic turn
that will enrich and extend
the Nickle's programming. The
Collection represents the addition
of an important primary resource
that speaks not only to the history
and technique of carpet making
in Asia, but to the lives of women
textile makers, Asian Islam, the
culture of collecting, and trade
relations between Europe and
Asia. We welcome students and
scholars alike to visit the Nickle.
For further information please
visit our website, http:!l www.acs.
ucalgary.ca/ - nich/e or contact
mhardy@ucalgary.ca.

- Michele Hardy, PhD
Curator of Decorative Arts
The Nickle Arts Museum
University of Calgary

GLOBAL FEMINISMS
THE ElJZABE1H A SAO<LER CENTER

FCR FEMINST ART

BRCXJ<LYN MuSEUM Cf ART
MARa; 23 - I ULY I' 2007

T

he First Museum Gallery
devoted to Feminist art,
The Elizabeth A. Sackler Center
for Feminist Art at the Brooklyn
Museum of Art, opened its inaugural exhibition on March 23.
There is a growing consensus that feminist art is the most
important trend in the last half
of the 20th century. This year
feminist art is becoming institutionalized. MoMA sponsored
a symposium on feminist art
in January, the Los Angeles
Museum of Modern Art has an
exhibition called "WHACK' "
that is a retrospective of feminist
art since its origins; and the first
permanent gallery space in the
world devoted to feminist art
opened in March in the Brooklyn
Museum's Elizabeth A. Sackler
Center.
The Sackler Center has
created a permanent installation
of Judy Chicago's iconic "The
Dinner Party." I knew about the
conceptual basis of the piece
(celebrating 39 women throughout history) and the plates (one
for each woman, designed to
reflect her sex, her sensibility
.and her times), but was unaware
of the textiles. Unique runners
under each of the 39 plates were
created using textile arts specific
to the culture of the woman
being celebrated. Embroidering
Our Heritage: the Dinner Party
Needlework by Judy Chicago
with Susan Hill <Anchor Books/
Doubleday, 1980 and now out
of print) records this several-year
14
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process-of-creation. Many of
the textile techniques that seem
adventurous in the contemporary
fiber art world are represented
in this work made in the 1970s,
such as recycling men's suits (the
runner for Ethel Waters), tapestry
(Eleanor of Aquitaine), and freestyle crochet (Carolyn HerscheD.
The Sackler Center also
includes galleries for exhibitions of feminist art. "Global
Feminisms" is on view until
Jul. I, 2007. The two curators,
Linda Nochlin and Laura Reilly,
decided to look at new (since
1990) international (40+ countries represented) feminist art
made by young (born since 1960)
artists. There is a wide range of
media; fiber does not dominate,
but is important. Kate Benton
(Hong Kong) looks at the role of
textiles and street fashion (among
other factors) in her portrayal of
the "Warrior Women Collective"
(2006-7). Ghada Amer (Egypt)
embroidered sayings pertaining to women's sexual pleasure
from a medieval Islamic text
on 57 canvas-sided boxes of
the sort one might shove to the
back of a closet. A second Amer
piece, "Checkers" (2006), had
embroidery of women's faces
and bodies almost hidden under
a great tangle of red and white
threads.
Tania Bruguera (Cuba) wove
hundreds of locks of women's
hair into a depiction of a Cuban
flag in her 1996 wall-sized piece,
"Statistic" (Esadistica). Sissi's (italy)
installation and performance
piece involved yards of knitted
rope and a tree branch suspended from the ceiling in "Wings
Have No Home," Lin Tianmiao
(China) used traditional cotton
thread of the sort used widely in
China to poke through a large
digital print of her face, to evoke
her ambivalence about modernism and globalism.
The Sackler Center at the
Brooklyn Museum of Art will be
an important factor in how feminist art and contemporary art
created by women evolves and is
seen, and a touchstone for those

of us interested in fiber and textiles and their use in art.

-Karen Maru

SPOTIING TRENDS IN
FIBER ART

S

POTTING TRENDS SUCH AS

"trends in fiber art" is a risky
business, but since I am a cultural
researcher I give it a go anyway.
In January I went to Chelsea, the
ground zero of contemporary
art, with hundreds of galleries
clustered in a several-block area.
Street level galleries have higher
rents, and so they show pricier
(meaning well-established) artists.
I decided to approach this question by going through all the
galleries in one Chelsea highrise
(511 West 25th Street) and
seeing what I see.
In this building there are
exhibits devoted solely to painting or photography, and there
are shows of artists who only
work in pastel or sculpture. But
there seem to be just as many
showing mixed-media works,
often including fiber literally or
by reference. As the following
examples of artists in this one
building show, the distinctions
between art and fiber art, and
between artist and fiber artist, are
breaking down
At the Brenda Taylor gallery,
Jasper Krabbe paints outlined
images onto thick canvas,
which he cuts into shapes with
pinking shears and attaches to
a stretched canvas, creating a
fabric and paint collage. Using
fabric on a traditional canvas
support (a fiber, of course) has a
long history, going back at least
to Rauschenberg and his "combines."
In the Daneyal Mahmood
Gallery, Andrei Molodkin
showed a huge image (86 by
238 inches) made on linen
with a ballpoint pen. What
struck me was that he had obviously removed the stretchers and
stapled the fabric to the wall.
Attaching textiles directly to the

wall breaks down one of the
major distinctions between painting (textiles that are stretched
and then have surface design
in the form of paint) and some
fabric art (textiles that are not
stretched and have surface design
in the form of dyes and other
media). I see this frequently in
Chelsea.
In the Mitchell Algus Gallery,
Kathleen Schneider works with
the motif of helicopters. On one
large piece, these helicopters are
outlined with black stitching on
parachute silk. Smaller pieces
evoke rotor blade movement
with stitching on paper. Basketlike wire sculptures of heli-forms
brings this motif into 3-D. This
is an artist who lets her content
lead her to fiber media, not
a "fiber artist", and is a good
example of what I have seen on
other visits.
Ton Evans had a retrospective of works in another room of
the Mitchell Algus gallery. These
large canvases made in the 70s
resemble textiles coming out of
the surface design movement
of today. They are subtle and
monochromatic, with an allover
patterning that looked as though
it was generated by chemical
reactions on the surface, as salt
does when it interacts with dyes
on a textile surface.
The trip down the nine floors
of this building suggested several
things to me. Traditional painting becomes more interesting if
viewed as fiber art, since canvas
or linen are the usual supports,
and painters are beginning to
push that edge. I find more and
more artists work in a variety of
media, including fiber, to express
aspects of an idea. Many artists
are incorporating textiles or
fibers into their work because
it is essential to what they are
trying to communicate. Other
artists are using fiber structures
such as basket weaving or weave
structures in their work because
of what it allows them to say. For
me, in Chelsea, the distinctions
between art and fiber art are
rapidly breaking down.

Note on how to go to Chelsea: The
heart of the Chelsea gallery area
is from 23rd street to 27th street
between lOth and II th Aves. If
your interest is established contemporary artists or it is a nice
day, walk around and go into the
street-level galleries. If it is not a
nice day or you want to see what
is emerging, head for one of the
high-rises, take the elevator to
the top and walk down, stopping
at all the galleries on every floor.
Pick up the free area guides at
any gallery to find comprehensive
listings and a map, and restaurant
suggestions.

-Karen Maru

The Coby Foundation, Ltd.
made grants in 2006 totaling a
record $407,000 to IS organizations in the textile and needle
arts field . The Foundation's support is directed to non-profit
organizations in the Mid-Atlantic
and New England.
Coby Foundation grant recipients included the Winterthur
Museum and Country Estate
for the exhibition and catalogue
"Quilts in a Material World:
Selections from the Winterthur
Collection;" and the Erie Art
Museum in northwestern PA
for an exhibition of the East
African textiles kanga and kitenge
(2008) .
A major grant went to the
Museum of Arts and Design in
New York for "Radical Lace &
Subversive Knitting." Two grants
supported provocative examinations of fashion. One was given
to the Museum at the Fashion
Institute of Technology for "Love
and War: The Weaponized
Woman;" and the other to the

Godwin-Ternbach Museum of
Queens College, NY, for "The
Fabric of Cultures: Fashion,
Identity and Globalization," which
travels to the Museum of Folk
Art and Craft in San Francisco,
CA at the end of 2007
The Connecticut Historical
Society, Hartford, CT received
funding for research and planning
for "Arts and Accomplishments:
Connecticut Women and their
Needlework, 1740- 1840," scheduled for fall 2008. The Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston, was
awarded funds to allow for wider
dissemination of its distinguished
collection of Asian textiles.
Other New York City organizations receiving Coby funds
included the Bard Graduate
Center for the retrospective
exhibition, "Sheila Hicks: Weaving
as Metaphor;" Cooper-Hewitt
National Design Museum for
"Multiple Choice: From Sample
to Product," scheduled for fall
2007; and the Asia Society for
"The Arts of Kashmir," scheduled
for fall 2007. The Foundation is
also helping to underwrite the
conservation treatment of a 16thcentury Flemish tapestry that
hangs in the reading room of the
New York Academy of Medicine
headquarters.
Founded by Irene Zambelli
Silverman in 1994, The Coby
Foundation received its major
assets after Mrs. Silverman's
death in 1998. The Foundation
is interested in projects that combine excellent scholarship and
effective interpretation. Projects
may be in arts or humanities,
contemporary or historical, but all
must have a public benefit. The
Executive Director of The Coby
Foundation is Ward L.E. Mintz.
The Foundation accepts unsolicited proposals, and inquiries
should be directed to Mr. Mintz
at the following address:
The Coby Foundation, Ltd.
511 Ave. of the Americas #387
New York, NY 10011

The Design Program at
the University of California
Davis will soon be offering an
expanded MFA graduate program. The Program formerly
offered the MFA in Textile Arts
and Costume Design. We will
soon be offering the MFA in
Visual Communication; Interior
Architecture; and Textiles and
Fashion. We also plan to offer a
two year MS degree in Lighting
Design through the Design
Program affiliate, California
Lighting Technology Center. We
are 98% through the approval
process. We aim to advertise
the expanded MFA program
and put out the call for applications, perhaps for as early as
Fall, 2007 admission. A date
for the MS program in Lighting
has not been set, but we expect
its approval soon, as well. To
receive further information
please contact:
Professor Victoria Rivers
vzrivers@ucdavis.edu
or
Design Program
One Shields Avenue
University of California
Davis, CA 95616
Cranbrook Academy of Art
has named Mark Newport as
the new Artist-in-Residence and
Head of the Fiber Department.
Newport succeeds Jane Lackey,
who is stepping down in June
after more than a decade at
the Academy. Newport joins
Cranbrook's graduate program,
which has featured a great
heritage of successful fiber artists including: Loja Saarinen,
Marianne Strengell, and
Gerhardt Knodel.
www.cranbrook.edu

Boydell & Brewer announces
the publication of Medieval
Clothing and Textiles, Vol. 2, edited
by Robin Netherton and Gale R.
Owen-Crocker.
This annual journal includes
in-depth studies from a variety of
disciplines as well as cross-genre
scholarship, representing such
fields as social history, economics, history of techniques and
technology, art history, archaeology, literature, and language.
The contents cover a broad
geographical scope and a range
of periods from the early Middle
Ages to the Renaissance. For
additional details, including a list
of contents, please follow this link
to our website :
www.boydell.eo.uk/43832038.HTM
Orders can be placed online at
www.boydellandbrewer.com
The British Museum Press
announces two new volumes in
its Fabric folio Series: Embroidery
from Palestine by Shelagh Weir,
ISBN 0-7141 -2573 -3; and
Embroidery from Afghanistan
by Sheila Paine, ISBN 0-71412574-1.
www.britishmuseum.co.uk
Berg Publications announces
hat the full back archive of
Fashion Theory: The journal of
Dress, Body & Culture is available
online from volume I to the
spring 07 issue through the site,
www.ingentaconnect.com
Access to the site is free to
all until May 31, 2007, and with
an institutional subscription thereafter.
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Mingei International Museum
San Diego. Oct. 20-Jan. 27, 200B :
"Craft in America: Expanding
Traditions."
·

www.mingei.org

Un ited St ates
ARKANSAS
Arkansas Arts Center, Little
Rock. To Jun. 24: "Craft in
America : Expanding Traditions."
Traditions in craft that carry over
into contemporary art.

www.arharts.com
CALIFORN IA
Lads Museum of Lace &
Textiles, Berkeley. To Aug. 4:
"Bridal Fantasies: The Fashion of
Dreams." Oct. 1-Feb. 2, 2008 :
"Needle Lace: Born of Thread and
Air, Stretching the Limits of the
Human Hand and Spirit."
www.lacismuseum.org
Design Museum, University
of California, Davis. To Jul. 13:
"Stories Through Needle and
Thread," embroidery by Ray
Matherson.

designmuseum.ucdavis.edu
Asian Art Museum, San
Francisco. To May 6: "Masters
of Bamboo: Japanese Baskets
and Sculpture from the Cotsen
Collection." Oct. 12-Jan. 6, 2008:
"Stylized Sculpture: Contemporary
Japanese Fashion from the Kyoto
Costume Institute," featuring Rei
Kawakubo, Yohji Yamamoto, lssey
Mikake, Junya Watanabe and Tao
Kurihara; photographs by Hiroshi
Sugimoto.

www.asianart.org

San Jose Museum of Quilts.
To Jul. 8 : "American Tapestry
Biennial 6." To Jun. 24: "Put a
Roof Over Our Head: Quilts from
the Alliance for American Quilts."
To Jul. 14 : "In the Garden of
Wishes," mixed media sculptures
by Corinne Okada. Jul. 17-Sep.
23 : "Weavings of War: Fabrics of
Memory" and "Woven Witness:
Afgan War Rugs," plus an installation "Patriot Art Vis Funesta," by
Dixie Brown.

www.sjquiltmuseum.org
LA County Museum of Art, Los
Angeles. Aug. 5-0ct. 28: "The Arts
in Latin America, 1492-1820."

www.lacma.org
Pasadena Museum of History.
To Aug. 5: "African American
Quilts from the Robert and Helen
Cargo Collection."

www.pasadenahistory.org
COLORADO----------------Denver Art Museum. To
Nov. 25 : "Debut: Textile Art
Acquisitions."

www.denverartmuseum.org
~ ---- -- - - ------- --- - - ---·----- - -------- - -·

DELAWARE
Winterthur Museum. To Sep.
16: "Quilts in a Material World :
Selections from the Winterthur
Collection." Over 40 quilts
from the 17th to 19th centuries.
Catalog. www. winterthur.org
-- ---- ----------·--

DI STRICT

OF CClLUMBIA___ --

American Indian Museum. To
Jan. 2, 2008: "Identity by Design:
Tradition, Change and Celebration
in Native Women's Dresses."

De Young Museum, San
Francisco. To Jun. 10: "Vivienne
Westwood : 36 Years in Fashion," a
retrospective. To Jun. 10: "Elegant
Distortions," the evolution of the
corset. Jun. 16-Nov. II : "Nan
Kempner: American Chic," a tribute to socialite and fashion icon,
the late Mrs. Thomas L. Kempner.

The Textile Museum. To Jul. 8:
"Red." To Aug. 19: "Architectural
Textiles: Tent Bands of Central
Asia. Aug. 3-Jan. 6, 2008 : 'Textiles
of Klimt's Vienna," Secession and
Wiener Werkstatte fabrics for
fashion and interiors. TEL 202/ 6670441.

www.thinher.org/deyoung

www. textilemuseum.org
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INDIANA
Indianapolis Museum of Art.
To Dec. 31 : "All Dressed Up:
The Latest Additions," recent
acquisitions of modern and historic costumes. Jun. 10-Nov. 30:
"Dior: The King of Couture." TEL
317/ 923-1331

www.ima-art.org

Decorative wrist bands with floral
motifs, mid- to late 1800s velvet; silk
backing, bead embroidery, metal
clasps. American. Allentown Art
Museum, gift of Pamela Miller Ness
and Paul Marc Ness in memory of Prof.
and Mrs. Edwin Haviland Miller, 2003.

--- ----------------- -- -------- -------MARYLAND
Baltimore Museum of Art. To
Oct. 7 : "Nuno: Japanese Tradition/
Innovation in Cloth," textiles
designed by the Japanese company
Olga de Amaral and Magdalena
headed by Reiko Sudo. Curated by
Abakanowicz, Jun. 2-Aug.
Anita Jones.
26 : "Uzbek Embroidery in the
www.artbma.org
Nomadic Tradition."
www.artsmia.org
MASSACHU SETIS
-- -------- - --------------- Fuller Craft Museum, Brockton.
MICHIGAN
To Jun 17: "Fresh Fiber."
Cranbrook Art Museum,
www.fullercraftmuseum.org
Bloomfield Hills. Jun. 16-0ct. 15:
"Hot House: Expanding the Field
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
of Fiber at Cranbrook, 1970May 22-Mar. 5, 2008: "Ed
2007." Jun. 17-Dec. 10: "Material
Rossbach Fiber Art from the
Memory: World Textiles from the
Daphne Farago Collection,"
Collections of the Cranbrook Art
and "Jewelry by Artists : The
Museum and Gerhardt Knoedel."
Daphne Farago Collection." To Jul
www.cranbroohart.edu
6 : "Beyond Basketry: Japanese
Bamboo Art" and "Japanese
MISSOURI
Tsutsugaki Textiles," starch paste
St.
Louis Art Museum. To Aug.
resist-dyed folk textiles.
19:
"Chinese Textiles." To Dec. 31:
www.mfa.org
"Plains Indian Beadwork from the
Donald Danforth, Jr. Collection."
Bristol Community College,
Jun.
17-Sep. 16: "Symbols of
New Bedford. Sep. 16-0ct. 18:
Power:
Napoleon and the Art of
"Lush," juried exhibition of
the
Empire
Style, 1800-1815."
yardage.
www.slam.org
www. bristol.mass.edulgal/ery

--------- ____ _---- MINNESOTA
Textile Center of Minnesota,
Minneapolis. May 4-Jun. 15:
"Rebozo: Treasured Shawls from
Mexico," Jun. 22-Aug. 4: "Nothing
New: Fiber Art from Recycled
Materials," Jo Stealey, Juror. Aug.
10-0ct. 13: "Spirals in Time
and Space: The Art of Leslie
Bohnenkamp."

www. textilecenter.mn.org
Minneapolis Institute of Arts.
To Jul. 15 : "The Jack Lenor Larsen
Design Studio Part II: The Lori
Weitzner Years, 1992-1995." "Is
Bigger Better7 A Question of Scale
in 20th Century Fiber Art," large
and small works of Sheila Hicks,

Columbia Art League. To Jun.
29 : "Figuratively Speaking."
George Caleb Bingham Gallery,
University of Missouri, Columbia.
May 29-Aug. 9: "Endangered
Species," resist-dyed wool pieces
and jacquard weavings by Carol
LeBaron.

- -------------NEBRASKA

--- - - ---

Robert Hillestad Gallery,
University of Nebraska, Lincoln.
To Jun. 22 : "Small Expressions."
Jul. 2-Aug. 31 : "Recycling and
Resourcefulness: Quilts of the
1930s."

www.textilegallery. unl.edu

Museum of Nebraska History,
Lincoln. To Oct. 27, 2008:
"Quilting A to Z," four rotations of
quilts with designs associated with
a letter of the English alphabet.

NEW MEXICO
Museum of International Folk
Art, Santa Fe. To Apr. 13, 2008:
"Needles and Pins," tools and techniques used in weaving, lacework
and needlework.
www.intemationalfolkart.org
NEW YORK
American Folk Art Museum,
New York. To Sep. 9: 'The Great
Cover-Up: American Rugs on
Beds, Tables and Floors."

www.folkartmuseum.org
Cooper-Hewitt National Design
Museum, New York. To Aug. 26:
"National Design Triennial 2006."
Nov. 9-Apr. 6, 2008: "Multiple
Choice: From Sample to Product"
examines the use of sample books
as tools for marketing or recording
designs and techniques.
TEL 212/849-8400.

www.cooperhewitt.org
Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York. To Aug. S: "Poiret."
To Sep. 3: "One of a Kind The
Studio Craft Movement." Oct.l6)an. 6, 2008: "Threads of
Splendor: Tapestry in the
Baroque." www.metmuseum.org
Museum at FIT, New York. May
23-Nov. 10: "Luxury" analyzes the
changing meaning of luxury within
the context of fashion history.

www.fitnyc.edu/museum
Museum of Arts and Design,
New York. To jun. 17: "Radical
Lace and Subversive Knitting," fea tures 30 international artists using
fiber in unexpected and unorthodox ways.

www.madmuseum.org
NORTH CAROLINA
Blue Spiral 1Gallery, Asheville
Apr. 26-)un. 23: "Subject:Object",
works by Dominie Nash.

www.bluespirall.com

- .

OHIO
Cincinnati Art Museum. Jun.
2-Aug. 12: "Where Would You
Wear That?: The Mary Baskett
Collection," garments designed by
avant-garde japanese designers over
the past 30 years.
www.cincinnatiartmuseum.org
Kent State University Museum.
To jun. 3: "Object Lessons:
Authenticity in African Art." To
Aug. 12: "Pieced Quilts and
Comforters," "Crazy Quilts" and
"Figured and Fancy Coverlets."
To Sep. 2: "Oscar de Ia Renta:
American Elegance." To )an. 6,
2008: "Lace: the Art of Needle
and Bobbin." Sep. 27-Aug. 31,
2008: "Mood Indigo."
TEL 330/672-3450.

www.kent.edu/museum
OREGON
Museum of Contemporary
Craft, Portland. jul. 22-Sep. 23:
"Expanding Traditions."
www.contemporarycrafts.org
Schnitzer Museum of Art,
University of Oregon, Eugene.
May 19-)un. 17: "Lament," Babette
Grunwald's MFA exhibition.

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown Art Museum. jun. 3Sep. 9: "Bead-Dazzled: Decoration
in Victorian America," headwork
embroidery.

www.allentownartmuseum.org
)ames A. Michener Art
Museum, New Hope. To Jun. 3:
"Wild by Design: 200 Years of
Innovation and Artistry in
American Quilts."

www.michenermuseum.org
Philadelphia Museum of Art.
To Sep. 30: "The Bizarre and the
Beautiful: Silks of the Eighteenth
Century" and "Celebrating
American Craft: 30 Years of the
Philadelphia Museum of Art Craft
Show." www.philamuseum.org

RHODE ISLAND
Rhode Island School of Design
Museum, Providence. To )un 17:
"Nuance in Nature: Birds and
Flowers in japanese Textiles."
TEL

401/454-6500.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston Museum. May 18Apr. 18, 2008: "Clothes to Dye
For: Colorful Textiles from the
Charleston Museum Collection."
www.charlestonmuseum.org
TEXAS
Houston Center for
Contemporary Craft. Jun. 30Sep. 23: "lntertwined:Contemporary Baskets from the Sara and
David Lieberman Collection."
www.crafthouston.org

Musee du Costume et du Textil
du Quebec. To Jun. 10: "Perles
d'art: Jeanne Bellavance."

www.mctq.org
Nickle Museum, Calgary. Sept.
21- Oct. 26: "Introducing the Jean
and Marie Erikson Collection,"
Turkish rugs.

www.acsucalgary.ca/ - nick/e
- ···-

ENGLAND
Victoria and Albert Museum,
London.To Jun. 10: "Kylie: The
Exhibition," the evolving image of
pop
icon Kylie Minogue, featuring
VERMONT
costumes and accessories. Mar. 2 9Shelburne Museum. May 20-0ct.
)ul. 22: "Surreal Things : Surrealism
28: "Something Pertaining to God:
and Design." To Sep. 23: "New
The Patchwork Art of Rosie Lee
York Fashion Now." Sep. 22-)an.
Tompkins," and "Contemporary
6, 2008: "The Golden Age of
Vermont Quilts."
Couture: Paris and London 1947www.shelburnemuseum.org
1957."
WISCONSIN
Design Gallery, University of
Wisconsin-Madison. May 16-18:
"Space as an Interface for the
Interaction," MFA Exhibition by
)ung-Hwan Sung.
www.designgal/ery. wisc.edu

International
CANADA
Bata Shoe Museum, Toronto.
To Aug. 31 : "The Charm of
Rococo: Femininity and Footwear
in the 18th Century." To Oct. 7:
"Watched by Heaven, Tied to Earth:
Summoning Animal Protection for
Chinese Children." To )an. 2008:
"Chronicles of Riches: Treasures
from the Bata Shoe Museum."
www.batashoemuseum.ca

Imperial War Museum, London
To Nov. 18: "Camouflage."
Explores the impact of camouflage
on war and its adoption into popular culture.
TEL +44(0>.207.416.5320
Festival of Quilts, Birmingham,
Aug. 16-19: "Sunshine and
Surprises: African American Quilts
from the Eli Leon and Robert
Cargo Collections."

www.twistedthread.com
LATVIA
Museum of Decorative Arts
and Design, Riga. Jul. 6-Aug.
12: "3rd European Textile and
Fibre Art Triennial: Tradition and
Innovation." Catalog.

www.jmm-muziejus.lt

Textile Museum of Canada,
Toronto. To jul. 8: "Colour and
Light: Embroidery from India
and Pakistan." Curated by Dale
Gluckman. To Sep. 28: "You
Wenfeng: Fish Skin Clothing." To
Oct. 7: "Cloth That Shook the
World," textiles at the center of
social and cultural upheavals. jul.
25-Mar. 7, 2008: "The Blues." Oct.
5-Feb.S, 2008: "Land, Water and
Sky Creatures in Andean Cloth."

www.textilemuseum.ca
"Colour & Light" at the Textile Museum of Canada, installation view.
Photo: Jill Kitchener.
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Virtual
www.fiberscene.com To May IS:
"Marking Boundaries," international artists. May IS-Aug. IS:
"Over/Under."

www.textilemuseum. orglpieced/
index.html "Pieces of a Puzzle:
Classical Persian Carpet
Fragments."

ww. velvethighway. com
Fibre Quarterly Vol. 3, Issue I,
Winter 2007. This Canadian e-zine
for fiber artists features the TSA
lOth Biennial Symposium, related
exhibitions in Ontario, and more.
Editor: Joe Lewis.

res
De Young Museum, San Francisco, CA. Textile Arts Council
Lectures. May 26: "Revival of the
Ravenstail Weaving: Cereemonial
Robes of the Pacific Northwest,"
Cheryl Samuel. Jun. 23: "Caring
for your Treasures: Museum
Conservation methods for Your
Home Collection," Beth Szuhay.
TEL 415/750-3627
tac@famsforg
Textile Museum, Washington
DC. May 17: "Red in the
Americas," Ann P. Rowe. May 24:
"Contemporary Couture," Roberta
Bernstein. Jun. 9: Diana Vreeland
lecture and booksigning.
www. textilemuseum.org
Textile Center of Minnesota,
Minneapolis. Aug. 13: "Korean
Textile Design: Contemporary
and Traditional," Dr. lnRyu Choi.
Sept. IS: "The Art of Leslie
Bohnenkamp," Bill Shipley.
www. textilecentermn. org
.Cincinnati Art Museum,
Cincinnat, OH. Jun. 2: "The
Intersection of Fashion and Art,"
Harold Koda.
www.dncyart.org
Goldsmiths College, London.
Constance Howard Lecture Series:
Jun. 16: Janet Echelman.
www.goldsmiths.ac. uklconstancehoward
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Workshops
May 19-Sep 9: Peters Valley Craft
Center, Layton, NJ. Curriculum
includes 3 0 different workshops in
textile techniques.
www.petersvalley. org
Jun. 3-Aug. 31: Haystack
Mountain School of Crafts, Deer
Isle, ME. Includes fibers courses
with Katharine Cobey, Susie
Brandt, Kristine Woods, Chunghie
Lee, Anais Missakian, Jon Eric Riis,
Jorie Johnson, Dorothy Caldwell,
John Garrett.
www.haystack-mtn.org
Jun 18-22: Digital Textile Design
Workshop, Philadelphia University,
Philadelphia, PA. Instructors:
Hitoshi Ujiie, Ej Herczyk and
Wendelyn Anderson. TEL
21S/9Sl-2900.
www.PhilaU.edu/continuinged/events.
html
Jun. 24-Jul. 20: Split Rock
Arts Program, St. Paul, MN.
Instructors in textiles include:
Susan Brandeis, Katharine
Cobey, Jorie Johnson, Jan MyersNewbury, Michael Olszewski,
Erica Spitzer Rasmussen, Marilou
Schultz, Lauren Stringer, Heather
Ujiie, Hitoshi Ujiie, and Yoshiko
Iwamoto Wada. Graduate/undergraduate credit and scholarships
available. TEL 612/62S-1976.
www.cce.umn.edu/sp/itrockarts
June 15-29: Archaeological
Textile Studies in Arequipa, Peru.
Sponsored by the California
Institute for Peruvian Studies:
<CIPStudies.org.l Course includes
hands-on experience in the analysis, written documentation and
museum conservation of archaeological textiles. Evening lectures
include the history of Peruvian
cultures and their woven iconography. Followed by a tour/course:
Excavation of Textile Specimens
and South Coast, Jul. 1-10. This
session includes textile excavation at a coastal site of Pueblo
Viejo, plus touring museums and
sites by Puerto Inca, Nasca, lea,
and Paracas. Information: Grace
Katterman
glkatt@hotmail.com

Art Conservation de Rigueur
Workshops, San Francisco, CA.
Nov. tO: Program A: Preventative
Conservation of Textiles and
Historic Objects; Collections Care,
Handling and Storage Techniques.
Focus is on the basic principles of
collections maintenance, including
environmental monitoring, integrated pest management, equipment, and the quality of archival
materials and supplies used for
custom housing. Nov. 11: Program
B: Mount Preparation and Object
Support; Custom Designed Display
Techniques for Exhibiting Costume,
Textiles and Historic Object
Ephemera. Custom support and
mounts will be designed and fabricated for the rolling, housing, hanging and preparation of example
textiles and objects. Limited space
available. Information and registration: Elise Rousseau.
TEL 4JS/447-8402
EYRousseau@earthlink.net.
www.ArtConservationDeRigueur.com
Jan. tO, 2008: Museum Textile
Services Pre-Columbian Textile
Workshop in Lima and Yarinacocha, Peru. We willdocument, conserve, and mount pre-Columbian
textiles and participate in an exhibition celebrating our collaboration
with the Huaca Malena Museum.
Course includes a 3-day excursion to the central Amazon, with
visits to the Shipibo people. This
hands-on course is for students,
professionals, and others with
museum sensibilities and good
sewing skills who want to learn
about textile conservation and
pre-Columbian cultures in Peru.
Applications begin in Sep. 2007.
To be on our mailing list now,
please email Camille Myers Breeze,
museumtextiles@gmail. com.
May 31- Jun. 15, 2008: Weaving
and Design in Norway at Vesaas
Farm in Vinje, Telemark. This vadmel cloth workshop is taught on
a working farm, where mountain
streams power the fulling mill.
Instructors: Carol Colburn,
lngebjorg Vaagen, Eli and Olav
Vesaas. For information:
TEL 319 273 2390
carol. colbum@uni.edu

rs
Sep. 29-0ct. 6: Su Yolu Tours to
Turkey. We will enjoy the warm,
early autumn weather, see amazing
sites, savor incredible Turkish cuisine and go on hunts for wonderful
things.
Elizabeth Hewitt
TEL 41S/731-7386
shopping@suyolu.com
East-West Expeditions: Textile tours
with Dale Carolyn Gluckman. Jul.
17-aug. 12: The Grasslands of
Eastern Tibet, including festivals
costumes, and jewelry, with Phila
McDaniel. Oct. 8- 30: The Classic
Silk Route, including Dunhuang
Caves and silk ikat production in
Chinese Central Asia. Information:
Dale at gluckman@earthlink.net
TEL 323-661-2SJ3
Phila McDaniel at
eastwesttours@hotmail.com
Nov. 28-Dec. 14: Textile Odyssey
Tour to Northern Vietnam and
Southwest China with Mary
Connors. This 16-day tour visits
remote areas only recently open
to outsiders. We will see many
fascinating ethnic groups in villages
and markets and observe cultural
and textile traditions. We will also
visit museums working to preserve
local cultural heritage.
Serena Lee Harrigan
textile_odysseyS@yahoo.com
TEL 4JS/666-3636
Textile Tours to Mexico. Aug. 1017: Life and Legacy of Frida Kahlo.
View Frida's indigenous dress with
anthropologist Marta Turok, who
describes the recent discovery of
Frida's indigenous wardrobe at

jOIN THE
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for lively discussions on
textile topics. To subscribe,
send an email message to
majordomo@siue.edu.
Leave the subject line blank.
In the body of the
message write: subscribe
tsalist your email address.
Within the day you will begin
receiving email.

Casa Azul and lectires on indigenous dress in Mexico and the
importance of cultural continuity
through textile and clothing traditions. Nov. 16-24: The History
and Use of Natural Dyes in the
Americas: Hands-on workshop in
Teotitlan del Valle, Oaxaca.
info@tiastephanietours.com
www. tiastephanietours.com

May 29-Jun 3: FAIRES, FIESTAS
AND EXPOSITIONS: COSTUME
AS CULTURAL EXCHANGE.
33rd Annual Costume Society
of America National Symposium,
San Diego, CA. Keynote Speaker:
Zandra Rhodes.
http:1lwww.costumesocietyamerica.
com/natsym.htm.
May 30-Jun. 3: MIND + BODY,
The 14th International Surface
Design Association Conference,
Kansas City, MO. Seminars, panels, demonstrations, exhibitions,
performances, and pre-and postconference workshops celebrate
the organization's 30th anniversary.
Speakers: Douglas Dawson, Sue
Hammond West, Melissa Leventon,
Jason Pollen. Pre- and post-conference workshop presenters
include TSA members Julia Pfaff,
Karen Searle, and Bhakti Ziek.
Information:
www.surfacedesign.org
Sep. 11-12: TEXTILE TERRITORIES: PAST, PRESENT AND
FUTURE. Ars Textrina International
Textile Conference at University of
Ulster, Belfast, Northern Ireland.
Organized in collaboration with
Fabric Forward, a research strand
of Interface, the Center of Research
in Art, Technologies and Design,
University of Ulster. Information:
Elizabeth Partridge
Conference Executive
Belfast Visitor & Convention
Bureau

conferencebook@belfastvisitor.com
or Conference Organiser,
kate wel/s@ulster.ac.uk
Sep. 14: TOUCH, TEXTILES,
TECHNOLOGY, Symposium of
the Constance Howard Resource
and Research Centre in Textiles,
Goldsmiths College, University of
London, England. Symposium with
textile-arts practitioners involved
in practice-based research teams
across art, science and technology.
TEL +44(0)20-7717-2210
Connitex@gold.ac. uk
www.goldsmiths.ac. uklconstancehoward
Sep. 13-21: TEXTILES IN
LONDON, II th ETN Conference,
London Metropolitan University,
includes a post-conference workshop with Bhakti Ziek.
www.etn-net.org/etn/21/e.htm
Oct. 20-21: TAPESTRY IN
THE BAROQUE: THREADS
OF SPLENDOR. Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York.
Symposium in connection with the
exhibition of the same title.
www.americantapestryalliance.org
Nov. 6-9: FACING
IMPERMANENCE: EXPLORING
PREVENTIVE TEXTILE
CONSERVATION, The Textile
Museum, Washington, DC 6th
NATCC Biennial Conference.
www/textilemuseum.orglnatcclmain.
htm

sion. Curatorial (assistant through
senior levels), fellowship, research,
internship and employment positions in the US and Canada are
listed under the 'Classifieds' section of the site, and a new graduate/post-graduate student listserve
engages students interested in
learning more about the profession.

Constance Howard
Resource & Research
Centre Database
The Constance Howard
Material Collection at Goldsmiths University, London, has
grown since it was first assembled
in the 1980s as a teaching tool
for the Textile Department. In
2000 Charlotte Parker, Constance
Howard's daughter, donated
Constance's personal collection of
textiles, teaching notes, book illustrations, unfinished works, and
student works to the Constance
Howard Resource & Research
Centre in Textiles. The core collection is now being recorded and
photographed for a new database
on the website hosted by the
Visual Arts and Humanities Data
Service. Currently available on
the database are I00 records, with
400 more to be available in the
near future. The Centre will sponsor a Symposium in the fall.
www.goldsmiths.ac.uk/constancehoward

GFR Milestone

AAMC Website
The Association of Art
Museum Curators (AAMO
serves scholars and art museum
professionals through its website
www.artcurators.org containing
resources and announcements
regarding the curatorial profes-

This year the Gloria F. Ross
Center for Tapestry Studies
celebrates its Tenth Anniversary.
The Center was founded by
Gloria F. Ross in 1997 to raise
public awareness, conduct original
research, and gather like-minded
weavers and scholars together
to honor tapestry weaving, past
and present. The GFR Center's
Annual Report for 2006 is available by visiting www.tapestrycenter.
org and following menu links to
Resources and Articles, where
reports for previous years and
many other documents are also
available.

Textile Research
Centre, Leiden
The Stichting Textile Research
Centre in Leiden, The
Netherlands was established in
1991 to support the academic
research of archaeological and
anthropological textiles and dress.
Dr. Gillian Vogelsang-Eastwood
is its Director. Garments in the
Centre's collection are available
for research and exhibition purposes. In addition to conservation
and research, the Centre has an
active exhibition program. Its
informational website will soon
feature digital exhibtions.
www.texdress.nl

ATHMNews
The American Textile History
Museum (ATHM) announced a
two-year, $3.9 million fundraising
campaign to enhance museum
visitor experience. The Museum
concluded the sale of about half
of its Lowell, MA property to a
developer ilast summer. Funds
from the sale will bolster the
Museum's endowment. The
Museum retains space for its
exhibitions, collections, educational programs, and the Osborne
Library.
www.athm.org

TSA
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DEADLINES
March 30
July 30
November 30
Please send news, reviews,
listings, and articles to:
Karen Searle, Editor

1742 Portland Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55 I 04

65 I /642-9897
ksear/etsa@gmail.com

TEL! FAX

Please send calendar listings
to Rebecca Klassen,

rebecca_klassen@yahoo.com
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A sampling of the abundant variety of textiles in Honolulu collections awaiting visitors to the 11th Biennial TSA Symposium, Sept. 24-27, 2008.
Hawaiian adaptations of Western dress. Left: Holoku (dress using Western materials), late 19th century. Right: Kapa Holoku (dress using native materials),
mid- 19th century. Collection of the Mission Houses Museum.
Right: Japanese kimono from the collection of the Honolulu Academy of Arts, Holoku (dresses).
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